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Seriously?
CONSIDER A TEST PREP PROGRAM FOR MY COLLEGE PREPARATION? 

Yes. SERIOUSLY.
             We’re not for everyone, and everyone’s not for us.

BUT IvyPrep ACADEMY COMBINES TEN KEY FEATURES

              that no other program can match -

      and for some students, that makes all the difference.



The Power of INSPIRATION

The IVY PREP ACADEMY is a rigorous, time-tested program designed to 

get students ready for the SAT. It is run by IVY LABS EDUCATION INC., 

a boutique educational consulting firm that offers its students 

supplementary tutoring and superb test preparation. Drawing 

from our 11 years of experience in the fields of education and college 

admission, we have helped our students increase their scores by an 
average of 150 points for the SAT and 5 points for the ACT. We 

have combined all the elements necessary for success: proven 
methods, solid content, expert instructors, and a network of 

support that makes it all work together.







“IVY PREP ACADEMY READIED 

MY CHILD FOR THE SAT IN 

WAYS EVEN I WASN’T 

EXPECTING. THEY COVERED 

ALL THE CONTENT SHE 

NEEDED TO KNOW, BUT IT 

WAS THEIR STRATEGIES AND 

SUPPORT THAT BOOSTED HER 

CONFIDENCE, EASED HER 

ANXIETY, AND REALLY MADE 

THE DIFFERENCE.”   – Parent



The Power of DISCOVERY

Diagnostic assessment is a critical tool in teaching and test preparation; that’s 

why we give students an initial practice test that helps us to determine 
what their strengths and weaknesses are.

We use these results to set achievable score goals and determine the most 

efficient, focused way to achieve them.

Every student deserves - and, indeed, requires - an individualized plan of 

study. Our flexible schedule, designed around the official test dates, allows 

us to advise students on exactly how many sessions they need to prepare and 

decide when they are truly ready.

Our program is designed for all levels of readiness. Whether a student is just 
beginning his or her preparation, has already mastered the basic strategies 

and requires more content-based practice, or will be taking the test very soon, 

the Ivy Prep School will find a place for them.







“AT IVY PREP ACADEMY, 

I WAS SURPRISED AT HOW 

QUICKLY I GOT BETTER.”  

The Power of 

Discovery



The Power of KNOWLEDGE

We do not believe that our test preparation can accommodate for years’ 

worth of good study habits and intensive classes. What we can do, however, 

is teach students the right way to approach a test based on their current 

level of proficiency and give their score the boost it needs.

The length of the sessions, in addition to the regular practice tests, will raise 
students’ endurance and span of focus in preparation for the real test.  

Students are evaluated through a process of formative assessment that is 

based on the accuracy of their completed class work, their displays of 

comprehension based on questions asked and answers given, and the scores 

from their monthly practice tests. If they continue to struggle with a subject 

or concept, we can immediately figure out why and take the steps to lead 

them through it. 







“TEST-TAKING HAS ALWAYS 

BEEN TOUGH FOR ME. I WAS 

NEVER SURE HOW TO PACE 

MYSELF, OR HOW TO KEEP 

FOCUSED. IVY LABS’ LESSONS 

HELPED ME WORK ON THAT.”

The Power of 

Knowledge



The Power of POTENTIAL

Summative assessment is just as important as diagnostic and 
formative assessment. Once the student takes his or her final practice test, 

the instructor will plan out a continued course of study. Did the student set 
a goal that was not met? Do they still need work in a specific area, or 

require more focus on a different topic? Parents and students alike will be 

advised on the steps that must be taken in order to achieve success.

 In addition to the test preparation, IVY LABS EDUCATION also provides 

college consultation services for our students. Admission is a 

multi-year process that begins with test preparation, is followed by our 

in-house college counseling service, and ends with acceptance into the right 

school. IVY LABS EDUCATION has helped numerous students through this 

important process and has set the standard for success. We have learned 

to combine test preparation, extracurricular enhancement, and college 

consultation in a way that will help students reach their goals.







“MY INSTRUCTOR AND 

I SAT DOWN AND MADE 

A PLAN FOR WHAT I 

NEEDED TO DO NEXT. 

THAT MADE A BIG 

DIFFERENCE, KNOWING 

HOW TO PREPARE.”  

The Power of 

Potential



The Power of CREATIVITY

TIME MANAGEMENT: During standardized tests students have to work 

under very tight time constraints. Our strategies will help students learn 

to pace themselves correctly, take appropriate shortcuts, and develop a 

systematic approach to solving each question. 

PROBLEM-SOLVING SKILLS: Each test uses certain types of 

questions. We teach students exactly what will be expected of them and the 

steps they can take to tackle their most challenging sections. They learn to 

look at question stems, eliminate wrong answer choices, and - perhaps most 

importantly - when to move on from a question that is slowing them down. 

PRACTICE: Thorough and constant practice, through our focused exercises 

and tests, will make test strategies second nature. Students increase their 

confidence by knowing that they will not be caught unawares by anything.







“IVY PREP ACADEMY’S 

TEST-TAKING STRATEGIES 

GAVE ME THE CONFIDENCE 

I NEEDED WHEN IT CAME 

TIME TO TAKE THE SAT.”

  

The Power of 

Creativity
 



The Power of COMMUNITY

As members of College Board, the company responsible for distributing the 
SAT, we have a unique insider’s perspective on the test. The practice tests 
we provide are official SATs from the years of 2006 to 2012, supplied College 
Board for our use. This means that the practice tests students will be taking 
offer only the most updated questions. Students will become 
familiar with the layout and structure of the test, in addition to its topics.

One full practice test is administered every month. These Saturdays are held 
as double-sessions: mornings are devoted to taking the test, and afternoons will 
offer same-day scoring for immediate results and progress evaluation.

These practice tests are also essential to making our instruction relevant 
and helpful. The course and its materials will be plotted based not only on 
the practice test scores of each individual student, but on those of the 
entire class. What questions do many of them struggle with? How can our 
approaches be changed? What material would be best-suited to turn these 
weaknesses into strengths?







“USING REAL PRACTICE 

TESTS IS GREAT BECAUSE 

YOU GET FAMILIAR WITH 

EXACT QUESTION TYPES.”

  

The Power of 

Community
 



The Power of PERSPECTIVE

Because standardized tests are meant to evaluate cumulative content 
knowledge, students are required to demonstrate their basic academic skills 
through Critical Reading, Writing, and Mathematics. What gives IVY PREP 
ACADEMY its unique approach is our special focus on the verbal sections, 
which we have determined is an obstacle many students struggle with. In order 
to have this focused approach, the Ivy Prep Academy material is organized by 
subject and by question type to provide the maximum amount of practice. 

All Ivy worksheets are organized in the same order and include class work, 
homework, and the corresponding answer keys. Students will be asked to time 
themselves on the homework and conduct self-evaluation as to why they got 
a particular question wrong in preparation for class-time review. 

Our materials were developed in the U.S. in 2001 and are updated every year. 
Since 2009, our materials have been used in Hong Kong and mainland China. 
We have collected feedback from domestic and international students alike to 
ensure that our instruction is as relevant and up-to-date as we can make it.







“IVY PREP ACADEMY 

WAS RIGHT; PRACTICE 

DEFINITELY MAKES 

PERFECT!”

  

The Power of 

Perspective
 



The Power of PERSPECTIVE

AN EXAMPLE OF OUR TEST PREP CURRICULUM
CRITICAL READING

PASSAGE READING: Students will be determining main ideas, deciding the 
author’s purpose, or inferring information.
SENTENCE COMPLETION: In preparation for the Sentence Completion sections, 
we build students’ vocabulary through daily exercises and the study 
of roots, prefixes, and suffixes. 
WRITING

IDENTIFY SENTENCE ERRORS, IMPROVE SENTENCES & IMPROVING 
PARAGRAPHS: Beyond the “ear training” that most programs talk about, 
students will learn how to recognize specific errors such as fragments, improper 
parallelism, incorrect idiomatic use of prepositions, and misplaced modifiers. 
THE ESSAY: the Essay is often the most intimidating part of the SAT. We 
provide practice prompts and discuss brainstorming, appropriate topics, and 
elements of style.
MATHEMATICS

Our Mathematics content covers both multiple-choice and free-response 
questions, and addresses all SAT concepts along with select SAT II concepts.







“IVY PREP ACADEMY 

BROKE THE TEST DOWN 

INTO UNDERSTANDABLE 

PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS.”

  

The Power of 

Perspective
 



The Power of TEAMWORK

All instructors for the IVY PREP ACADEMY are carefully selected and evaluated 
before they even set foot inside a classroom. They are required to possess or 
be working towards a bachelor’s degree, have earned a 2200 or higher on a 
previous official SAT, and boast extensive experience in the areas of teaching 
and tutoring. 

All instructors are also asked to give a demo lesson for several staff members, 
wherein they will display their interpersonal skills, their methodology, and how 
their abilities can be enhanced by our own in-house training program that will 
familiarize them with the material.

Instructors will provide regular progress reports based on the student’s 
scores. These will be given to the parents via the Ivy Prep Academy Director. 
Input from all sides is part of what makes our program successful! 

Because our material is always changing and updating, we understand the 
importance of input from instructors, students, and parents.







“MY INSTRUCTOR WAS 

AWESOME! THEY KNEW 

EXACTLY HOW TO HELP 

ME PREPARE, AND HOW 

TO MAKE A PLAN THAT 

WAS RIGHT FOR ME.”

  

The Power of 

Teamwork
 



The Power of POSSIBILITIES

OUR OPTIONS

SMALL GROUP CLASSES: Classes run year-round on the weekend. Typically, 
one full Practice Test is offered every month free of additional charge.

PRIVATE TUTORING: Our regular one-on-one tutoring offers individualized 
attention in any subject from an experienced instructor.  We match students 
with the best tutor possible, and our flexible schedule accommodates even the 
busiest students.

SUBJECT BASED COURSES FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS: We provide
academic support in all subjects for international students preparing for or 
attending U.S. boarding schools. Our instructors have ESL experience and are all 
certified teachers. We bring international students up to speed.

SUMMER INTENSIVE TEST PREP: In addition to our year-round classes, 
the we offer an intensive, full-day summer program for standardized test 
prep and practice.





The Power of POSSIBILITIES

 Ivy Prep provides online tutoring for the SAT, ACT, PSAT, TOEFL, 
SATII, AP Subject Tests and all high school subjects, delivered through 
our engaging video lessons. Students can listen to narrated lessons or simply 
read along with text-only versions. Lessons are interactive as well; as 
students learn, they must answer targeted questions to reinforce their 
learning and improve memory retention. Real-time, in-lesson formative 
assessment ensures that a student understands every skill and concept. 
Tutors are available through live-chat and email support. All 
conversations with tutors are logged for future reference.

 Our academic counselors call each student personally after every 
ten sessions to ensure that students are keeping up with their programs. 
Additionally, we make good luck calls to our students the week before 
their Saturday exams to wish them luck and to impact last-minute tips and 
strategies. Parents trust us with an important role in helping their children 
suceed. We take that responsibility seriously.







“IVY PREP ACADEMY MADE 

IT SUPER EASY TO CHOOSE 

THE BEST PREP PLAN FOR 

MY TIME AND ABILITIES.”

  

The Power of 

Possibility
 



The Power of SUCCESS

TRACK RECORDS

We have placed students in some of the finest schools in the United States. 
Some schools may seem less familiar, but the further you get in this process 
you will see that there are thousands of excellent schools in America. We can 
help you find the right one!
*Please note this represents a partial list of schools only.

Amherst College

Bowdoin College

Brown University

California Institute of Tech.

Carnegie Mellon

Colgate University

Columbia University

Cornell University

Dartmouth College

Duke University

Harvard University

Harvey Mudd College

Haverford College

Georgetown University 

Johns Hopkins University

Massachusetts Institute of Tech.

New York University

Northwestern University

Princeton University

Rice University

Stanford University

Swarthmore College

Tufts University

University of California - 

Berkley

University of Chicago

University of Michigan

University of Pennsylvania

University of Virginia

Vanderbilt University

Vassar College

Wellesley College
Yale University





Enrollment Decision Making

Waitlist Choices Considering

Mock Interview Practice

Financial Aid & Scholarship Scheming

Effective Recommendation Acquiring

Essay Writing Skills Improving

Application Strategy Developing

School Selection Matching

Academic Consultation & Examination Scheduling

Extracurricular Enhancement Planning

The Power of CONSULTATION

to college - 

   and beyond





Ivy Prep Academy SUMMER PROGRAMS

IVY LABS EDUCATION SUMMER PROGRAM FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS offers 
international students the opportunity to not only learn about college in 
the U.S., but to experience what it is like to go to college.  During 
this three-week program, students will live in the dorms of an Ivy League 
University, attend classes and lectures taught by Ivy Labs instructors, 
learn about the college process, develop a list of colleges, and a 
discover few potential majors to match their talents and interests.  
Weekends will be spent visiting top universities in New York and Boston, 
and enjoying the cultural activities of nearby cities. Above all, students will 
be better prepared to get into the college of their choice.





For my FUTURE!
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97 Whitney Avenue  |  New Haven, CT 06510, USA  |  +1.203.745.5612

BE I J I N G OF F I C E

Oriental Plaza, Tower E1, Suite 604  |  No. 1 East Chang’An Road, Dong Cheng District

Beijing, 100738, P.R. China  |  011.86.10.8518.9088


